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ABSTRACT

Apparatus and method that includes providing a variable
parameter electrical component in a high-?eld environment
and based on an electrical signal, automatically moving a
movable portion of the electrical component in relation to
another portion of the electrical component to vary at least
one of its parameters. In some embodiments, the moving uses
a mechanical movement device (e.g., a linear positioner,
rotary motor, or pump). In some embodiments of the method,

the electrical component has a variable inductance, capaci
tance, and/ or resistance. Some embodiments include using a

computer that controls the moving of the movable portion of
the electrical component in order to vary an electrical param
eter of the electrical component. Some embodiments include

using a feedback signal to provide feedback control in order
to adjust and/or maintain the electrical parameter. Some
embodiments include a non-magnetic positioner connected
to an electrical component con?gured to have its RLC param

eters varied by the positioner.
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2
There is a long-felt need for components having resistance,

METHOD AND REMOTELY ADJUSTABLE
REACTIVE AND RESISTIVE ELECTRICAL
ELEMENTS

inductance, and/ or capacitance values that are variable under

electrical control and are compatible with being operated in

extremely high electromagnetic ?elds.
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides resistors, inductors, capaci

This is a divisional of, and claims priority to, US. Patent
Application Ser. No. 12/719,841 ?led on Mar. 8, 2010, titled
“REMOTELY ADJUSTABLE REACTIVE AND RESIS

tors, and/ or antenna elements that have their electrical-circuit
values controlled by one or more electrically controlled non

TIVE ELECTRICAL ELEMENTS AND METHOD” (which
issued as US. Pat. No. 8,299,681 on Oct. 30, 2012); which

tioners or rotary motors (which move a solid material), or

magnetic mechanical movement devices (such as linear posi

claimed priority to US. Provisional Patent Application No.
61/158,345 ?led Mar. 6, 2009, titled “REMOTELYADJUST

pumps (which move a liquid or gas)). In some embodiments,

the electrically controlled mechanical movement devices
(such as piezo-electrical linear motors, micro-electronic
mechanical-system (MEMS) mechanical actuators or MEMS
pumps) and other elements (which are used to make the

ABLE REACTIVE AND RESISTIVE ELECTRICAL ELE

MENTS AND METHOD”; each of which is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
20

resistors, inductors, capacitors, and/or antenna elements)
include metals that have only substantially non-magnetic
components such that the resistors, inductors, capacitors,

This invention relates to the ?eld of variable resistance

robotic arms or similar mechanical devices, and/or antenna

inductance-capacitance (R-L-C) elements, and more speci?

elements and the mechanical positioner(s) or pump(s) that
adjust their variable values can be placed and operated within

cally to a method and apparatus of electrically controlling a
mechanical movement device (such as a linear positioner,
rotary motor, or pump) that selectively controls an electrical

25

electricity-transmission lines carrying hundreds of thousands
of volts and very large currents), or extremely-high magnetic

element to vary, and maintain at a selected value, its electrical

resistance, inductance, and/or capacitanceiand, in some
embodiments, the components are compatible with and func

?eld such as within the very strong superconducting-wire

magnets of high-energy particle-physics experiments (such

tion in high ?elds (such as a magnetic ?eld of up to and
exceeding one tesla or even ten tesla or more and/or an elec

30

tric ?eld of many thousands of volts per meter).

as the Large Hadron Collider) or within magnets of a mag
netic-resonance imaging machines, or during and after an

electromagnetic pulse (EMP) from a nuclear event.
In other embodiments, the present invention provides the
ability to adjust very sensitive circuits that do not involve high

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Conventional electrical components that permitted one to

and/or near an extremely high electric ?eld of many thou
sands of volts per meter (such as connected to or affecting

35

?elds, but instead involve very low ?elds (such as within

vary resistance, inductance, and/or capacitance under electri
cal control typically have somewhat limited component val

completely enclosed Faraday cages (which block low-fre
quency external ?elds) having radio-frequency (RF) shield

ues available and are not compatible with being located in
high ?elds (e.g., the ?elds of 1 tesla or more that are typically

ing (which block hi gh-frequency external ?elds) that are mea
suring very small parameters such as extremely low-voltage

found in high-energy physics experiments such as the $9

40

circuits where the presence of a person or magnetic mechani

45

cal movement device (such as a magnetic linear positioner,
rotary motor, or pump) would change the ?eld, but which use
the mechanical movement device(s) to adjust the con?gura
tion of RLC (resistive-inductive-capacitive) components
without modifying ?elds or introducing extraneous capaci

billion Large Hadron Collider that has been 20 years in mak
ing and is still being modi?ed to be able to operate).
Low-power circuits can use varactors (electrically variable

capacitors), ?eld-effect transistors (used as variable gain ele
ments or variable resistors) and like components that are

directly electrically-adjustable, for use in adjusting fre

tances or inductances.

quency, impedance or other circuit characteristics and param
eters, however such components are often unsuitable or inop

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

erative in high ?elds.
US. Pat. No. 6,495,069 issued Dec. 17, 2002 to Lussey et

50

al. titled “Polymer composition,” is incorporated herein by
reference. Lussey et al. describe a polymer composition com
prises at least one substantially non-conductive polymer and
at least one electrically conductive ?ller and in the form of
granules. Their elastomer material was proposed for devices
for controlling or switching electric current, to avoid or limit

55

disadvantages such as the generation of transients and sparks
which are associated with the actuation of conventional
mechanical switches. They described an electrical conductor

composite providing conduction when subjected to mechani

60

cal stress or electrostatic charge but electrically insulating

120 is set to a second capacitance value.
FIG. 1D is a block diagram of a variable capacitor sub

system 103 having a variable capacitor 130 according to one
embodiment of the present invention, wherein variable

when quiescent comprising a granular composition each
granule of which comprises at least one substantially non
conductive polymer and at least one electrically conductive
?ller and is electrically insulating when quiescent but con
ductive when subjected to mechanical stress. They did not
propose a means for electrically activating such switches.

FIG. 1A is a block diagram of a variable capacitor sub
system 101 having a variable capacitor 110 according to one
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 1B is a block diagram of a variable capacitor sub
system 102 having a variable capacitor 120 according to one
embodiment of the present invention, wherein variable
capacitor 102 is set to a ?rst capacitance value.
FIG. 1C is a block diagram of variable capacitor subsystem
102 as was shown in FIG. 1B, but wherein variable capacitor

65

capacitor 130 is set to a ?rst capacitance value.
FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a variable inductor sub
system 201 having a variable inductor 210 according to one

embodiment of the present invention, wherein variable induc
tor 201 is set to a ?rst inductance value.

US 8,816,566 B2
3
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FIG. 2B is a block diagram of variable inductor subsystem
201 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

second resistance value, variable inductor 230 is set to a

second inductance value, and variable capacitor 120 is set to
a second capacitance value.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a variable resistor-inductor

Wherein variable inductor 210 is set to a second inductance

value.
FIG. 2C is a block diagram of a variable inductor sub
system 203 having a variable inductor 230 according to one
embodiment of the present invention, Wherein variable induc

capacitor subsystem 500 according to one embodiment of the
present invention, Wherein variable resistor 503 is set to a ?rst
resistance value, variable inductor 502 is set to a ?rst induc
tance value, and variable capacitor 501 is set to a ?rst capaci

tor 203 is set to a ?rst inductance value.

FIG. 2D is a block diagram of variable inductor subsystem
203 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

tance value.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an entire system 600 according
to one embodiment of the present invention, Wherein variable

Wherein variable inductor 230 is set to a second inductance

value.
FIG. 2E is a block diagram of a variable inductor sub
system 205 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, Wherein variable inductor 250 is set to a ?rst induc

electrical components of circuits 99A and/or 99B are con

tance value.

trolled to parameters set by controller 601.
FIG. 7A is a block diagram of an impedance-matched
high-frequency circuit 700 according to one embodiment of

FIG. 2F is a block diagram of variable inductor subsystem
205 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

turbance 66 having a ?rst effect on circuit 700.

the present invention, and having an external impedance dis

Wherein variable inductor 250 is set to a second inductance

value.
FIG. 2G is a block diagram of a variable inductor sub
system 207 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, Wherein variable inductor 270 is set to a ?rst induc

20

ance disturbance 66' having a second effect on circuit 700.

FIG. 8A is a block diagram of a variable antenna subsystem
801 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

tance value.

FIG. 2H is a block diagram of variable inductor subsystem
207 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

Wherein variable antenna 810 is set to a ?rst length.
25

Wherein variable inductor 270 is set to a second inductance

value.
FIG. 2i is a block diagram of a variable-position inductor
subsystem 208 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, Wherein variable-position inductor 280 is set to a

FIG. 8B is a block diagram of variable antenna subsystem
801 according to one embodiment of the present invention,
Wherein variable antenna 810 is set to a second length.
FIG. 8C is a block diagram of a variable antenna array

subsystem 802 according to one embodiment of the present
30

invention, Wherein variable antenna array 820 is set to a ?rst

spacing.

?rst position.
FIG. 2] is a block diagram of variable-position inductor
subsystem 208 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, Wherein variable-position inductor 280 is set to a

FIG. 7B is a block diagram of impedance-matched high
frequency circuit 700, and having a different external imped

FIG. 8D is a block diagram of variable antenna array sub
system 802 according to one embodiment of the present
35

invention, Wherein variable antenna array 820 is set to a

second position.

second spacing.

FIG. 2K is a block diagram of a variable-shape inductor
subsystem 209 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, Wherein variable-shape inductor 290 is set to a ?rst

subsystem 803 according to one embodiment of the present

shape.

FIG. 8E is a block diagram of a variable antenna array
invention, Wherein variable antenna array 830 is set to a ?rst
40

FIG. 8F is a block diagram of variable antenna array sub
system 803 according to one embodiment of the present

FIG. 2L is a block diagram of variable-shape inductor
subsystem 209 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, Wherein variable-shape inductor 290 is set to a

invention, Wherein variable antenna array 830 is set to a

second shape.

second length.

FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a variable resistor subsystem
301 according to one embodiment of the present invention,
Wherein variable resistor 320 is set to a ?rst resistance value.
FIG. 3B is a block diagram of variable resistor subsystem
301 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

45

Wherein variable resistor 320 is set to a second resistance

50

element subsystems 805 according to one embodiment of the

present invention, Wherein active-variable-antenna element
to a second impedance-frequency value.
FIG. 8G1 is a circuit diagram of antenna array subsystem
55

FIG. 8H is a block diagram of variable antenna array sub
system 807 according to one embodiment of the present
60

present invention, Wherein variable resistor 320 is set to a

invention, Wherein variable antenna array 870 is set to a ?rst

dielectric con?guration.
FIG. 81' is a block diagram of variable antenna array sub
system 807 according to one embodiment of the present

tance value.

capacitor subsystem 401 according to one embodiment of the

806 having one or more active-variable-antenna element sub
systems 804 and/or one or more passive-variable-antenna

element subsystems 805 according to one embodiment of the
present invention (such as shown in FIG. 8G).

Wherein variable resistor 330 is set to a second resistance

FIG. 4B is a block diagram of variable resistor-inductor

subsystems 804 is set to a ?rst impedance-frequency value

and passive-variable-antenna element subsystems 805 is set

Wherein variable resistor 330 is set to a ?rst resistance value.

value.
FIG. 4A is a block diagram of a variable resistor-inductor
capacitor subsystem 401 according to one embodiment of the
present invention, Wherein variable resistor 320 is set to a ?rst
resistance value, variable inductor 230 is set to a ?rst induc
tance value, and variable capacitor 120 is set to a ?rst capaci

FIG. 8G is a block diagram of an antenna array subsystem
806 having one or more active-variable-antenna element sub
systems 804 and/or one or more passive-variable-antenna

value.
FIG. 3C is a block diagram of a variable resistor subsystem
303 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

FIG. 3D is a block diagram of variable resistor subsystem
303 according to one embodiment of the present invention,

length.

invention, Wherein variable antenna array 870 is set to a
65

second dielectric con?guration.
FIG. 8] is a block diagram of variable antenna array sub

system 808 having a recon?gurable dielectric ?uid according

US 8,816,566 B2
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to one embodiment of the present invention, wherein variable
antenna array 880 is set to a ?rst dielectric-?uid con?gura
tion.
FIG. 8K is a block diagram of variable antenna array sub

embodiment of the present invention. In some embodiments,

variable capacitor system 101 controls variable capacitor
110, which includes a ?rst plate 111 and a second plate 112

that together form a capacitor having a capacitance substan
tially proportional to the overlapping area A between the
plates and inversely proportional to the distance d between
the plates (and also dependent on the permittivity c of any
material between the plates). In some embodiments, plate 112
is substantially parallel to plate 111 (such that CIEA/ d where
in a vacuum, 60:8.85 pF/m, which is approximately the same

system 809 having a recon?gurable dielectric ?uid according
to one embodiment of the present invention, wherein variable
antenna array 890 is set to a ?rst dielectric-?uid con?gura
tion.
FIG. SL is a block diagram of a variable antenna subsystem
811 according to one embodiment of the present invention,
wherein variable antenna 891 is set to a ?rst length.
FIG. SM is a block diagram of a variable antenna sub
system 813 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, wherein variable antenna 893 is set to a ?rst length.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of feedback-controlled system
901 having one or more variableiRLC, antenna, robotics,

permittivity as in air). In the embodiment shown, a non

magnetic mechanical movement device (e.g., motor or pump)
140 is used to vary the distance d between the plates. In some
embodiments, plate 111 is a?ixed to a ?xed location 113,
while the other plate 112 is connected to a movable connect

ing rod 141, which is moved to a desired position by motor

gain, 00, 7», q), and the like elements in a circuit 920, controlled
by a feedback circuit 930 according to one embodiment of the

140 (in some embodiments, a linear motor, and in some such

present invention.

embodiments, a piezoelectric motor 140) under the control of

FIG. 10 is a ?owchart ofa method 1000 according to some

20

motor controller 145. In some embodiments, a feedback sig

nal 146 is used by motor controller 145 to control the position.

embodiments of the invention.

In some embodiments, electrical circuit 99 uses the variable

capacitor 110 as part of its circuitry (e.g., to set a frequency,

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

phase, gain/attenuation, temporal properties, spatial proper
25

Although the following detailed description contains many
speci?cs for the purpose of illustration, a person of ordinary
skill in the art will appreciate that many variations and alter

(e.g., as negative feedback to stabilize the circuit at a given set
of parameters). In some embodiments, motor 140 is also

ations to the following details are within the scope of the

invention. Accordingly, the following preferred embodiments

30

and without imposing limitations upon the claimed invention.

Further, in the following detailed description of the preferred

The leading digit(s) of reference numbers appearing in the
Figures generally corresponds to the Figure number in which

35

impedance (such as the real and imaginary components of
voltage-standing-wave ratio (VSWR) or other suitable
40

capacitor 110) to obtain a desired value(s) for the
parameter(s). In some embodiments, the adjustment is part of

ponent which appears in multiple Figures. Signals and con

a feedback loop (e.g., to stabilize, maximize or minimize a
45

capacitor subsystem 101 is adjusted such that the impedance
50

55

119, and such that the variable component (e.g., variable
capacitor 110 and the other components or effective equiva
lent resistance, inductance and capacitance) have matched
impedances. For example, in some embodiments, the circuit
99 includes a transmitter having an output impedance of 50
ohms, the transmission line 119 has a characteristic imped
ance of 50 ohms, and at the frequency of interest, capacitor

60

tance-inductance-capacitance) has a characteristic imped

65

have other values in other embodiments.
In some embodiments, the parameter adjustment is pro
grammable and a suitable computer program uses computer
readable instructions from a computer-readable medium to

110 (and any antenna or other elements or parasitic resis
ance of 50 ohms. Of course the characteristic impedance can

ments, the “motor” can be implemented as a linear or rotary
motor device using suitable linkages, or as a pump that uses a

liquid or pneumatic ?uid to effectuate the described move
ment.

FIG. 1A is a block diagram of a variable capacitor sub
system 101 having a variable capacitor 110 according to one

of circuit 99 at its connection to transmission line 119 is

matched to the characteristic impedance of transmission line

?eld of a magnetic-resonance machine or the superconduct

“motor” (such as motor 140) will be used as an example of
such a non-magnetic mechanical movement device, however
one of skill in the art will recognize that in other embodi

signal) in an analog circuit.
In some embodiments, circuit 99 is connected to the vari
able component by a transmission line 119 having a charac
teristic impedance. In some embodiments, the variable

to a high magnetic ?eld when subjected to the high magnetic
?eld. Such devices can be placed within the high magnetic
ing magnet of a particle accelerator without the danger of the
device moving due to the magnetic ?eld and/or without the
undesirable result of changing the magnetic ?eld due to their
presence. In many of the descriptions herein, the term

parameter), and automatically adjusts the parameter (e.g.,
capacitance) value of the adjustable component (e.g., variable

ence number is used throughout to refer to an identical com

label, and the actual meaning will be clear from its use in the
context of the description.
As used herein, a non-magnetic mechanical movement
device is any electrically-controlled device (such as a linear
positioner, rotary motor, or pump) made of materials that do
not move (or move to a substantially negligible amount) due

of the ?gures herein) includes a detector that measures or
senses one or more parameters (such as capacitance, complex

impedance or the magnitude and phase angle), frequency,

that component is ?rst introduced, such that the same refer

nections may be referred to by the same reference number or

a?ixed to a set location 143 relative to location 113. In some

embodiments, connecting rod 141 is connected to movable
plate 112 using a mechanically advantaged linkage such as a
lever (e.g., such as shown in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B below).
In some embodiments, electric circuit 99 (as shown in any

of the invention are set forth without any loss of generality to,

embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying draw
ings that form a part hereof, and in which are shown by way
of illustration speci?c embodiments in which the invention
may be practiced. It is understood that other embodiments
may be utilized and structural changes may be made without
departing from the scope of the present invention.

ties (the shape of magnetic or electric ?elds), pulse width or
other capacitance-controlled parameter). In some embodi
ments, electrical circuit 99 generates feedback signal 146

control a method that automatically adjusts the parameter
value.

US 8,816,566 B2
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high due to the large amount of overlapped area between set

In some embodiments, a plurality of adjustable non-mag
netic components, such as that shown in FIG. 1A and/ or any

of parallel plates 121 and set of parallel plates 122.

of the other Figures herein, are combined in a single system,

FIG. 1D is a block diagram of a variable capacitor system
103 having a variable capacitor 130 according to one embodi

and the parameter(s) of each are iteratively adjusted (i.e., the
?rst component is adjusted, then the second component (and
optionally further components) are then adjusted in sequence

ment of the present invention, wherein variable capacitor 130
is set to a ?rst capacitance value. In some embodiments,
connecting rod 141 moves a block or sheet of dielectric mate

(or optionally two or more are simultaneously adjusted), then
the ?rst component is again adjusted, then the second com

rial 133 (e.g., in some embodiments, a high-K dielectric
material (i.e., a dielectric material having a high dielectric

ponent (and optionally further components) are then again

constant, K)) by a variable amount into or out of the air space

adjusted (or optionally two or more are again simultaneously

separating the plates 132 and 131 of variable capacitor 130.

adjusted) in an iterative sequence) in order to obtain an

The varied area of high-K dielectric material 133 located
between the plates 132 and 131 based on the position of
connecting rod 141 and the varied remaining area between the
plates 132 and 131 that does not have the high-K dielectric
material 133 thus varies the effective overall or distributed

improved or optimum characteristic (such as frequency
response, distance, range, direction of a transmitted or

received radio signal and/or other like parameters to obtain a

desired result (such as image quality)).
FIG. 1B is a block diagram of a variable capacitor system
102 having variable capacitor 120 according to one embodi
ment of the present invention, wherein variable capacitor 120
is set to a ?rst capacitance value. In some embodiments,

dielectric constant between the plates, thus varying the
capacitance. In some embodiments, the block or sheet of
dielectric material 133 has a variable thickness, such that in a
20

variable capacitor 120 includes a ?rst set of parallel plates 121
and a second set of parallel plates 122 that together form a

capacitor having a capacitance substantially proportional to
the overlapping area A between the plates and inversely pro
portional to the distance d between the plates (and also depen
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dent on the permittivity c of any material between the plates).
In some embodiments, the horizontal plates of set of parallel

plates 122 is interleaved substantially parallel to the horizon
tal plates of set of parallel plates 121 (such that CIEA/ d
where in a vacuum, 60:8.85 pF/m, which is approximately
the same permittivity as in air). In the embodiment shown,
motor 140 is used to vary the area A overlapped between the
plates. In some embodiments, the set of parallel plates 121 is
af?xed to a ?xed location 113, while the other set of parallel
plates 122 is connected to a movable connecting rod 141,
which is moved to a desired position by motor 140 (in some
embodiments, a linear motor, and in some such embodiments,
a piezoelectric motor 140) under the control of motor con
troller 145. In some embodiments, a feedback signal 146 is
used by motor controller 145 to control the position. In some
embodiments, electrical circuit 99 uses the variable capacitor
120 as part of its circuitry (e.g., to set a frequency or pulse
width or other capacitance-controlled parameter). In some

other), stepped (having a longitudinal cross-section thickness
30

that increases in one or more steps from one end to the other),
or is convex, concave or otherwise curved (having a longitu

dinal cross-section thickness that increases and then
decreases from one end to the other, or that decreases and then
increases from one end to the other, or that has some other

desired shape). In other embodiments, numerous other thick
35

ness or area-shape or dielectric variations are used for dielec
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tric material 133.
FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a variable inductor sub
system 201 according to one embodiment of the present
invention, wherein variable inductor 210 is set to a ?rst induc
tance value. In some embodiments, variable inductor 210
includes a coil 221 having a plurality of N turns in a length l
and a cross-sectional area of A (and also dependent on the
permeability constant p. of any material within the ?eld of the
coil 221). In some embodiments, the inductance is substan
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tially L:(p.N2A)/l, where the value p. is dependent on the
material, position and size of the core 222). In the embodi
ment shown, motor 140 is used to vary the position of the core
222 (which has a permeability or permittivity that affects
inductance of the inductor or reactance of the entire struc

also af?xed to a set location 143 relative to location 113. In
some embodiments, connecting rod 141 is connected to mov

able set of parallel plates 122 using a mechanically advan
taged linkage such as a lever (e. g., such as shown in FIG. 4A
and FIG. 4B below). In some embodiments, the mechanical

dielectric material 133 is between the plates 131 and 132, thus
varying the capacitance of variable capacitor 130. In some
embodiments, dielectric material 133 is ramp shaped (having
a longitudinal cross-section thickness that gradually
increases in a straight or curved ramp from one end to the

embodiments, electrical circuit 99 generates feedback signal
146 (e.g., as negative feedback to stabilize the circuit at a
given set of parameters). In some embodiments, motor 140 is

?rst position of connecting rod 141 a ?rst thickness of dielec
tric material 133 is between the plates 131 and 132 and in a
second position of connecting rod 141 a second thickness of
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ture), withdrawing it to reduce the inductance and inserting
the core to increase the inductance. In some embodiments,

linkage is con?gured to produce a non-linear change in
capacitance per change in position of rod 141 (in some

coil 221 is af?xed (e.g., at both ends) to a ?xed mechanical

embodiments, the capacitance per unit rod movement is a

connecting rod 141, which is moved to a desired position by

function of position (such as to produce a logarithmic capaci

location 223, while the core 222 is connected to a movable
55

produces a non-linear relationship between a value of signal

146 and the capacitance obtained by moving rod 141 accord
ing to some predetermined function, equation, or look-up
table. In the con?guration shown in FIG. 1B, the value of the
capacitance is relatively low due to the small amount of

and to attach the core 222 to a ?xed location.) In some
60

overlapped area between set of parallel plates 121 and set of

parallel plates 122.
FIG. 1C is a block diagram of variable capacitor system
102 as was shown in FIG. 1B, but wherein variable capacitor
120 is set to a second capacitance value. In the con?guration

shown in FIG. 1B, the value of the capacitance is relatively

motor 140 (in some embodiments, a linear motor, and in some

such embodiments, a piezoelectric motor 140) under the con
trol of motor controller 145. (Of course, other embodiments
may choose to attach the coil 221 to the connecting rod 141

tance scale). In some embodiments, motor controller 145
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embodiments, a feedback signal 146 is used by motor con
troller 145 to control the position. In some embodiments,
electrical circuit 99 uses the variable inductor 210 as part of its
circuitry (e.g., to set a frequency or pulse width or other
inductance-controlled parameter). In some embodiments,
electrical circuit 99 generates feedback signal 146 (e.g., as
negative feedback to stabilize the circuit at a given set of
parameters). In some embodiments, motor 140 is also a?ixed

